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Course Description
"Computer crime" has been with us since the 1960s, but our society's
dependence upon, and the evolution of, networked communications has
changed computer crime dramatically in recent decades. With the aid of a
computer, individuals now can levy sophisticated attacks at a scale typically
available to organized crime rings or governments. As a result, all 50
states and the federal government have enacted laws prohibiting
unauthorized use of computers, and in recent years, governments have
tried to harmonize these laws internationally.
Computers can be the means, target of, or the source of information about
a crime, and increasingly, those interested in all aspects of criminal law
must have some working knowledge of computer crime to effectively
investigate, prosecute, and defend cases. This course will explore the
policy and law of computer crime and consider how "cybercrimes" are
different from and similar to transgressive behavior in physical space.
Topics will include the Fourth Amendment, forensics, electronic
surveillance, cyberbullying, identity theft, computer hacking and cracking,
espionage, cyberterrorism, privacy, the era of “forced disclosure,” and the
challenge of cross-jurisdiction enforcement.
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Texts
Orin Kerr’s Computer Crime Law, Second Edition (2009) is required for the
course. Be sure to check the supplement too. All other readings will be on
bSpace.
You might find these resources helpful:
Twitter: follow @thehackernews, @th3j35t3r, @lulzsec
Jeff Fischbach’s Hazdat: http://hazdat.com/
Susan Brenner’s Cyb3rcrime: http://cyb3rcrim3.blogspot.com/
Robert Cannon’s Cybertelecom: http://www.cybertelecom.org/
CCIPS, Searching & Seizing Computers and Obtaining Electronic
Evidence in Criminal Investigations:
http://www.cybercrime.gov/ssmanual/index.html
• CCIPS, Prosecuting Computer Crimes:
http://www.cybercrime.gov/ccmanual/index.html
•
•
•
•
•

Grades
Your grade will be determined based upon the final exam (80%) and
classroom discussion (20%). The final exam will be a take-home, openbook exercise. I will distribute an “electronic blue book” on December 7th,
and you can complete it anytime before December 16th, close of business.
Once you start this exam, you must complete it within 12 hours. This work
must be your own. You should not discuss or work with anyone else during
the exam administration period. Unless you are 100% certain that there is
a serious error on the exam, you should assume that ambiguities and
strange facts are part of the challenge, and you should work through it on
your own. If you email me with an exam question, I will post it and a
response to the class list.
Because of the size of this class, participation is very important. Please
read for each class and be prepared to discuss the material.
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Attendance
Since you are an adult, you can choose to attend or not. However, being
absent cannot be good for the 20% of your grade that depends upon inclass discussion.
Office Hours
I am happy to meet with you any day of the week. Just email me. My
office is 217 Boalt. I’m there pretty much every day. In the mornings, I
work at Pizzaiolo, a restaurant in Oakland, and I will buy you coffee if we
can meet there J
Events
Berkeley is a center for the study of computers and privacy law. You might
be interested in optional events during the semester, the most salient of
which are included in the class schedule below. The TRUST Seminar
meets on Thursdays at 1 on North Campus. Many of these seminars are
relevant to this class, and there’s free lunch:
http://www.truststc.org/seminar.htm
Schedule of Classes
Date
1:Th 8/25

Class
Introduction: what is
computer crime?

Assignments
Textbook: 1-13
On bSpace:
• Jason Franklin et al., An
Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of
Internet Miscreants, 2007.
• Ross Anderson, Why
Information Security is Hard–
An Economic Perspective.
• Caroline Eisenmann, When
Hackers Turn to Blackmail,
HBR Case Study, October
2009
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper studies an active underground economy which specializes in the commoditization of activities such as credit card fraud,
identity theft, spamming, phishing, online credential theft, and the
sale of compromised hosts. Using a seven month trace of logs collected from an active underground market operating on public Internet chat networks, we measure how the shift from “hacking for
fun” to “hacking for profit” has given birth to a societal substrate
mature enough to steal wealth into the millions of dollars in less
than one year.

Computer security is a field that lives in co-dependence with an
adversary. The motivation for security research is ever to stymie
the goals of some hypothetical miscreant determined to violate one
of our security policies. Typically, we abstract away their motivations and consider the adversary solely in terms of their capabilities.
There is good reason for this since the threat model for any security
mechanism is generally driven entirely by the adversary’s abilities.
Moreover, reasoning about any individual’s state of mind, let alone
predicting their behavior, is inherently prone to error. That said, the
nature of Internet-based threats has changed over the last decade in
ways that make it compelling to attempt a better understanding of
today’s adversaries and the mechanisms by which they are driven.
First and foremost among these changes is the widespread observation that Internet-based criminal activity has been transformed
from a reputation economy (i.e., receiving “street cred” for defacing Web sites or authoring viruses) to a cash economy (e.g., via
SPAM, phishing, DDoS extortion, etc). Indeed, even legal activities such as vulnerability research has been pulled by the gravity of a cash economy and today new vulnerabilities are routinely
bought and sold by public companies and underground organizations alike [12]. Thus, there is a large fraction of Internet-based
crime that is now fundamentally profit driven and can be modeled
roughly as rational behavior. Second, and more importantly, the
nature of this activity has expanded and evolved to the point where
it exceeds the capacity of a closed group. In fact, there is an active and diverse on-line market economy that trades in illicit digital
goods and services in the support of criminal activities. Thus, while
any individual miscreant may be difficult to analyze, analyzing the
overall market behavior and the forces acting on it is far more feasible.
This paper is a first exploration into measuring and analyzing this
market economy. Using a dataset collected over 7 months and comprising over 13 million messages, we document a large illicit market, categorize the participants and explore the goods and services
offered. It is our belief that better understanding the underground
market will offer insight into measuring threats, how to prioritize
defenses and, ultimately, may identify vulnerabilities in the underground economy itself.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview
of the market being studied. Section 3 is an analysis of relevant
issues including market significance, participation, and services.
Section 4 measures the advertisements seen in the market and provides price data. Section 5 discusses applications of our measurements and countermeasures to disrupt the market. Sections 6 and 7
present related work and our conclusions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.1 [Public Policy Issues]: ABUSE AND CRIME INVOLVING
COMPUTERS

General Terms
Measurement,Security
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2.

MARKET OVERVIEW

The market studied in this paper is a public channel commonly
found on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) networks. It provides buyers
and sellers with a meeting place to buy, sell, and trade goods and
services in support of activities such as credit card fraud, identity
theft, spamming, phishing, online credential theft, and the sale of
compromised hosts, among others.

2.1 IRC Background
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a standard protocol for real-time
message exchange over the Internet [13]. IRC employs a clientserver model where clients connect to an IRC server which may
peer with other servers to form an IRC network.
To connect to an IRC network, an IRC client first looks up the
address of a server belonging to the network then connects to the
network by way of the server. After connecting, the client identifies itself with an IRC nickname (nick) which can be registered by
assigning a password. To begin communicating, a client typically
queries the network for the list of all named communication areas
known as channels.
After joining a named channel, a client can send both public
(one-to-many) and private (one-to-one) messages. Public messages
are broadcast to all clients connected to the channel. Private messages are transmitted from the source client to the destination client
without being displayed in the channel. Private messages pass
through any intermediate IRC servers between the source and destination, but are not available to the other clients connected to the
channel including the channel administrators, called channel operators.

2.2 Data Collection
Our dataset is comprised of 2.4GBs of Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
logs archived over a 7 month period ranging from January to August of 2006. The logs were collected by connecting to a particular
channel on different IRC networks and logging all subsequent public messages. Each log is of the format: (timestamp, IRC server
IP address, source identifier, channel name, message). The dataset
contains over 13 million messages from a total of more than one
hundred thousand distinct nicks.
The IRC channels monitored were simultaneously active on a
number of independent IRC networks. Each network provides a
separate channel which may include over three hundred participants at any time. While the channels on each network are separate,
the predominance of certain types of common activities establish
uniformity across networks and create a market.

2.3 Market Administration
Channel administrators are responsible for the well-being of the
market including maintaining a list of verified participants, enforcing client identification policies, and running an automated channel
service bot.
Verified Participants. A culture of dishonesty and distrust pervades the market making it necessary to differentiate trustworthy
individuals from dishonest “rippers,” individuals who conduct fraudulent transactions. To facilitate honest transactions, channel administrators provide a participant verification service. After a nick
demonstrates their trustworthiness, they are given a special designation, +v (the IRC ’voice’ attribute), as a seal of approval from
the channel’s administrators.
Channel administrators continuously remind buyers and sellers
to only undertake transactions with other verified participants. Channel participants look for the +v designation to determine the level
of care to take when dealing with a particular nick. Many par-

ticipants only undertake transactions with other verified nicks or
require unverified participants to complete their end of the transaction first to ensure the unverified participant upholds their end of
the deal.
Client Identification. Each line of data in the corpus contains a
source identifier for the client who sent the message to the channel. The source identifier contains three fields: an IRC nick, a
client username or Ident [10] response, and a host identifier such
as an IP address or hostname. The nick and host identifier fields
are used in the market for client identification. Upon connecting to
an IRC server, a client’s IP address may be checked against a local,
block list used to prevent access from unruly IPs or to prevent client
access from anonymization services. A client’s IRC nick may be
checked against a local database of previously registered names. If
the client’s nick was previously registered, a password is required to
use the nick. Otherwise, the client may proceed as an unregistered
user or register their nick by assigning a password. Registration is
a necessary, first step for clients who wish to build business relationships or sometimes even post to a channel. Finally, the market
administrators maintain a list of registered nicks which belong to
verified participants.
Channel Services. Most networks include one or more automated channel service bots which provide a myriad of interactive
services including credit card limit lookups, credit card validation
code (CVV2) lookups, listing IP addresses of open proxies, returning e-merchants who perform limited credit card authorization
checks, and tracking the time a nick was last active.

2.4 Market Activity
The majority of the public messages in the market can be broadly
categorized into two types: advertisements and sensitive data.
Advertisements. The most common behavior in the market is the
posting of want and sales ads for illicit digital goods and services.
Goods range from compromised machines to mass email lists for
spamming. Services range from electronically transferring funds
out of bank accounts to spamming and phishing for hire. Table 1
includes actual ads seen in the market and their meanings.
The goods and services advertised are sold to miscreants who
perform various forms of e-crime including financial fraud, phishing, and spamming. For example, a miscreant, intent on phishing, can enter the market and buy the goods necessary to launch
a targeted phishing campaign: targeted email addresses derived
from web crawling or compromised databases, mailers installed on
compromised hosts or web forms vulnerable to email injection attacks [1], compromised machines to host the phishing “scam” page,
and software which promises to bypass spam filters. Similarly, a
miscreant, intent on committing financial fraud, can enter the market and purchase credentials such as bank logins and passwords,
PayPal accounts, credit cards, and social security numbers (SSNs).
After purchasing credentials, the fraudster may employ the services
of a “cashier,” a miscreant who specializes in the conversion of financial credentials into funds. To perform their task, the cashiers
may work with a “confirmer,” a miscreant who poses as the sender
in a money transfer using a stolen account. After each miscreant
performs their task, the fraudster’s transaction is complete and the
supporting miscreants typically accept their payment through an
online currency such as E-Gold or an offline source such as Western Union money transfer.
Sensitive Data. The second most common behavior in the market
is pasting sensitive data to the channel. For example, it is common
to see miscreants post sensitive data such as the following credit
card and identity information:

Advertisement
i have boa wells and barclays bank logins....
have hacked hosts, mail lists, php mailer send to all inbox
i need 1 mastercard i give 1 linux hacked root
i have verified paypal accounts with good balance...and i can cashout paypals

Classification Label(s)
Bank Login Sale Ad
Hacked Host Sale Ad, Mailing List Sale Ad, Mailer Sale Ad
Credit Card Want Ad, Hacked Host Sale Ad
PayPal Sale Ad, Cashier Service Ad

Table 1: Advertisements with labels used for classification.
Name: Phil Phished
Address: 100 Scammed Lane, Pittsburgh, PA
Phone: 555-687-5309
Card Number: 4123 4567 8901 2345
Exp: 10/09
CVV: 123
SSN: 123-45-6789
Sensitive data posted to the channel may or may not include sufficient information to make it immediately useful to other channel
members. In the credit card information example, other channel
members could begin using Phil’s card or steal his identity. Other
times, sensitive data may be posted to the channel as a way to
demonstrate the existence of a valuable commodity such as access
to a financial account without giving the commodity away. For example, miscreants post partial account numbers along with their
balances as a form of sales ad.
CHECKING 123-456-XXXX $51,337.31
SAVINGS 987-654-XXXX $75,299.64
Sensitive data may be either explicitly labeled as in the previous
examples or posted without a label. When explicitly flagged, a miscreant intentionally appends a label to the data before posting to the
channel. This label helps to identify the data type and disambiguate
fields. However not all sensitive data is labeled. Often miscreants
simply paste sensitive data under the assumption that fields such as
names, addresses, and phone numbers are implicitly recognizable.
Since relying on labels would limit the extent to which data could
be measured, the measurements in this paper use pattern matches
for structured data such as credit cards and social security numbers
and random sampling in conjunction with manual labeling for free
form data such as names, addresses, and usernames and passwords.

2.5 Measurement Methodology
This paper contains three classes of measurements: manual, syntactic, and semantic. The primary differences between classes are
the techniques used and their level of accuracy.
Manual Measurements. We hand labeled a 3,789 line dataset
selected uniformly at random from the corpus with several dozen
labels describing the goods and services advertised and sensitive
data in each message. Labels describing ads include the good or
service being advertised and the type of advertisement (want or
sale). Labels describing sensitive data signify the data type (e.g.,
credit card number, CVV2, SSN, etc.). Table 1 includes real ads
with their corresponding category labels. Throughout the remainder of the paper, references to labeled data or the labeled dataset
are meant to denote this manually labeled data.
Syntactic Measurements. Syntactic measurements use pattern
matches in the form of regular expressions and achieve a high degree of accuracy. When necessary, both matches and mismatches
are measured. Other measurements which fall into this category include the use of the Luhn algorithm to verify credit card numbers,
IP address lookups on DNS blacklists, and social security number
lookups in a Social Security Administration database.
Semantic Measurements. Semantic measurements make use of
supervised machine learning techniques to classify text into more
than sixty categories with associated meanings. To automatically

classify ads such as those in Table 1, we use statistical machine
learning classifiers to label each line with an associated meaning.
In particular, we employ linear support vector machines (SVMs)
with bag-of-words feature vectors, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) feature representation, and an L2-norm
as implemented in the SV M light package [9]. Similar approaches
have been used in the past for accurate and scalable classification
of large text corpora [5, 20].
We split the labeled dataset chronologically, the first 70% was
used as a training set and the remaining 30% as a test set. We
trained a binary SVM classifier for each of our categories. We performed offline classification of the 13 million unlabeled messages
to identify ads throughout the monitored period. Measurements
made with the SVM classifiers contain both false positives and false
negatives and are accompanied by performance statistics from the
test set.

2.6 Complexities and Limitations
Several limitations and complexities underlie the measurements
and analysis in this paper.
Market Visibility. The dataset used in this paper does not contain
private messages between participants. Private messages contain
the majority of transaction details. The measurements in this paper
include public messages and ads sent to every client in the channel.
Assertions versus Intentions. Assertions do not necessarily represent the underlying intentions of a market participant. For example, a seller may advertise social security numbers for sale with
the intention of tricking unsuspecting buyers into paying before receiving SSNs. The measurements in this paper use aggregation and
statistical analysis to minimize the effect of dishonest advertising.
Monitored Individuals Biasing Analysis. Individuals who know
they are being monitored may change their behavior resulting in
skewed measurements. The anonymity provided by proxies and the
market’s focus on illegal activities makes such behavior unlikely.

3. MARKET ANALYSIS
We begin our analysis of the underground market by asking a
necessary preliminary question: “Is the market significant?” To
answer this question, we measure the extent to which the market
enables identity theft, credit card fraud, and other illicit activities.
Next, we build a profile of the market’s members by measuring
market participation including activity levels, participant lifetimes,
verified status; and correlating participant’s IPs with known exploited IPs, proxies, and IPs which send spam. Finally, we analyze
the services provided by the market’s administrators and discuss
the incentives behind operating an underground market.

3.1 Sensitive Data and Market Significance
In order to establish the significance of the market being studied,
we present measurements of the sensitive data observed in the open
market. We believe sensitive data is posted to the channel for two
primary reasons: 1) sellers providing samples of useful data such as
credit card data to build credibility or demonstrate that they possess
valid data, and 2) participants submitting sensitive data in queries
to the channel services bot.
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6,540
6,486
265
56
13,347
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Table 2: Credit card statistics.

Sensitive Data Type

Figure 1: Sensitive data distribution in labeled dataset.
Sensitive Data: Measurement Methodology. To determine the
extent to which posting sensitive data pervades the market, we count
the number of messages in the manually-labeled dataset which contain sensitive data including credit card numbers and expiration
dates, addresses, names, Card Verification Values (CVV2s), phone
numbers, usernames and passwords, mother’s maiden names, answers to challenge questions, SSNs, bank account numbers, ATM
PINs, driver’s license numbers, and dates of birth. Since we are establishing an upper bound on the levels of sensitive data, we do not
remove repeated data nor do we verify the validity of the sensitive
data found. Subsequent measurements address the issues of data
repetition and validation.
Sensitive Data: Measurement Results. The percentage of messages containing various types of sensitive data is shown in Figure 1. These measurements show that by randomly sampling from
the 13 million line corpus a significant amount of sensitive data can
be found. Furthermore, these measurements suggest that the market is awash in freely available data of all types. To understand
the magnitude of the sensitive data available, we further measure
the highest percentage sensitive data, credit card numbers, and two
important data types: financial account data and SSNs.

3.1.1 Credit Card Data
Credit Card Data: Measurement Methodology. We identify potential credit card numbers by pattern matching numbers which appear to be properly formatted Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
or Discover cards. To maximize the number of cards identified, we
use syntactic matches rather than relying on miscreants to explicitly flag their posted data. We remove repeated cards and check
that each unique card number has a valid Luhn digit [11]. The
Luhn digit is a checksum value which guards against simple errors in transmission. While passing the Luhn check is a necessary
condition for card validity, it does not guarantee that the card number has been issued, is active, or has available credit at the time of
posting.
Credit Card Data: Measurement Results. Including repeats, we
found a total of 974,951 credit card numbers in the corpus. This
represents 7.4% of the total logs which is close to the 7.15% estimate established in Section 3.1. Eliminating duplicate values,
there were a total of 100,490 unique credit card numbers. Other
card numbers are present in the corpus, but their representations
include text, delimiters, or other separators which resist simple pattern matches. Hence, the number of cards found can be considered
a conservative estimate. The results of our measurements are summarized in Table 2.

To correlate our data with another source, we look up a small
sample of the credit cards with valid Luhn digits in TrustedID’s
StolenIDSearch database of 2,484,411 numbers. TrustedID states
that they receive information, “by looking in places where fraudsters typically trade or store this kind of information.” StolenIDSearch provides a query interface for consumers to check if their
identity or credit information may be compromised. Of the 181
cards numbers we queried, 51% were in the TrustedID database as
of August 2007. The high percentage of matches may be the result
of TrustedID monitoring the same servers we monitored. Alternatively, the card numbers may be available in multiple locations.
To understand the possible origins of the credit card data, we
manually survey the data and the flags miscreants use to identity
sensitive data posted to the channel. We found over 1,300 flags
which start with the prefix, “AOL”. We believe this prefix is meant
to designate the Internet service provider America Online and is
used to flag data derived from AOL subscribers. In addition, we
found tens of thousands of instances of shipping instructions embedded with delimited data which appears to be extracted from a
formatted file or database containing e-merchant order information.
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Figure 2: Credit card arrivals.
Credit Card Arrivals: Measurement Methodology. To establish
the number of credit cards in the channel, we measure the rate at
which new data enters the channel and the rate at which previously
seen cards are repeated. Repetition is typically the result of channel participants providing the same data sample multiple times, or
card numbers being repeated in requests to and responses from the
channel services bot.
Credit Card Arrivals: Measurement Results. Figure 2 shows the
arrival rates of potentially valid cards which pass the Luhn check
and invalid cards which fail the Luhn check. Valid cards arrive
with an average rate of 402 cards per day or close to 17 cards per
hour with a standard deviation of 145 cards per day. Invalid cards
arrive at an average rate of 88 cards per day. The arrival of valid
card numbers at a steady rate for over 200 straight days seems to
imply that miscreants either continuously collect card data through
activities such as phishing or compromising merchant databases, or
that miscreants possess large numbers of stolen cards. The regular
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Figure 3: Credit card number repetitions, lifetimes, and sources per card.

arrival of invalid cards suggests that some novice miscreants lack
sufficient knowledge or sophistication to use one of the many publicly available programs which generate card numbers with valid
Luhn digits.
Credit Card Repetition, Lifetime, and Sources: Measurement
Methodology. To better understand the card data seen in the market, we measure the arrival rate of repeats, the lifetime of a card,
defined as the time between the first and last post, and the number
of sources which post each card. The lifetime and source measurements include cards with both valid and invalid Luhn digits. For
the source measurement, we use the full source identifier including
the IRC nick, username or Ident field, and hostname as the atom of
client identification.
Credit Card Repetition, Lifetime, and Sources: Measurement
Results. Figure 3(a) shows repeated cards arriving over an order of magnitude faster than cards with valid Luhn digits at an average rate of 4,272 cards per day. The majority of cards are repeated fewer than 4 times and 95% of cards are repeated fewer
than 34 times. Figure 3(b) shows that over 40% of all card numbers are seen within a half-hour period and the majority of cards
are exposed for six hours or less. Figure 3(c) shows the number
of sources per card. Around 17% of cards are posted by a single
source (non-repeats) and the majority of cards are posted by 4 or
fewer sources. The limited number of repetitions per card, the limited lifetime of most cards, and the small number of sources which
post each card suggests that repeating the same data sample over
and over is of limited use. It is possible that once pasted, the entire available credit limit is quickly spent or the card is removed
from service by fraud prevention services monitoring the channel
or monitoring card activity.
Bank Identification Number: Measurement Methodology. For
each unique credit card seen in the channel, we look up the bank
identification number (BIN) information to ascertain the country of
the issuing bank. The first six digits of a credit card, called a BIN
or Issuer Identification Number (IIN), uniquely identify the country of the issuing bank, bank or organization name, funding type
(Credit, Debit, or Prepaid), and card type (e.g., Classic, Gold, etc.).
American Express and Discover cards do not include BIN numbers
because, unlike Visas and Mastercards, they are not distributed by
networks of banks but by individual companies.
The official BIN number database is not available to the public.
We use a BIN list containing information for 52,492 issuing banks
of Visas and Mastercards which we acquired as part of the source
code of a channel service bot. We crosscheck our BIN list by looking up a small percentage (0.1%) of the BINs in a BIN database1 ,
1 http://www.bindatabase.com

currently being created as part of a community effort to publicize
BIN information. We were unable to look up every BIN from the
underground list in the public database since it limits the number of
BIN lookups from an unique IP address to around 10 a day. When
performing validation of our BIN list, the country and bank names
in the public database exactly matched the underground data.
Bank Identification Number: Measurement Results. To assess
the extent to which credit card data from around the world finds its
way into the market, we look up the country of the issuing bank
of each unique Visa and Mastercard with valid Luhn digits. Of
11,649 unique BINs, 2,998 BINs representing 7.3% of Visa and
13.9% of Mastercards are not found in the BIN list. The results of
our measurements are presented in Figure 4.
As one might expect of a market with a stated “English Only”
policy, the majority of cards were from issuing banks in the United
States (62,142) and the United Kingdom (3,977). Other countries
with greater than 200 occurrences include Canada, Brazil, Australia, France, Germany, and Malaysia. While the country of origin
of the issuing bank is not always the country where the card is currently being used nor the country where the data was compromised,
the number of countries represented in the data suggests that the
market has global data sources and that the market’s participants
are likely to be dispersed around the world.
Further evidence that the market is international can be found in
the details of ads from the participants. Ads often carry restrictions
on the type of data wanted or being offered or the type of buyer
required. Examples include buyers placing thousands of requests
for cards from Japan, Italy, India, and Pakistan and sellers whose
ads include warnings such as “No nigerians or romanians!” and
more colorfully worded restrictions.

3.1.2 Financial Data
In addition to credit card data, other financial data seen in the
channel includes checking and savings account numbers and balances. Miscreants often post text which they purport to be copied
directly from a financial account access webpages and tout screen
captures of account webpages to attest to their ability to access an
account with a particular balance.
Financial Data: Measurement Methodology. To quantify the
dollar value of the financial data posted, we sum the checking, savings, mortgage, and balance figures. We add each unique dollar
amount only once to prevent double counting of balances, even
across categories. While pasting financial account balances is trivial to fake and difficult to validate, the practice is used by honest
sellers to advertise actual accounts for sale. We are unable to verify
the percentage of posts which are valid.
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Figure 4: Issuing bank country distribution for Visas and Mastercards.
Financial Data: Measurement Results. The results of our measurements are presented in Table 3.
Account Type
Balance
Checking
Mortgage
Savings

Total Balance
$18,653,081.08
$17,068,914.96
$15,892,885.37
$4,194,650.98

Table 3: Financial data statistics.

3.1.3 Identity Data
Identity Data: Measurement Methodology. To assess the prevalence of potential identity data, we measure potential SSNs seen
over the logged period. We check that the numbers fall within the
issued range as listed by the Social Security Administration, but
are unable to verify that the numbers were indeed already issued.
Previous work has shown that an SSN is sufficient to steal an individual’s identity, hence a publicly released SSN could put an individual at risk for identity theft [8].
Card Type
New
New In-Range
New Out-of-Range
Repeats

Counts
3,902
3,808
94
15,619

Table 4: Identity (SSN) statistics.
Identity Data: Measurement Results. The results of our measurements are presented in Table 4. A total of 19,521 SSNs are
identified or 0.15% of the corpus. In Section 3.1 we use random
sampling to estimate that 0.40% of the messages in the corpus contain SSNs; again, this value is a reasonable estimate. The majority
of potential SSNs are repeats with 3,902 unique values and 3,808 of
these within the range of currently issued SSNs. We randomly sample around 3% of the unique in-range cards and cross-check them
against the StolenIDSearch database. We found a single match.
After inspecting the random sample, we found that 95% of the

lines are explicitly labeled as SSNs. This finding suggests that the
miscreants posting the cards believe the validity of the cards they
posted, or are attempting to pass them off as valid.
Identity Data Rate: Measurement Methodology. In addition
to establishing the number of SSNs in the channel and validating
our prevalence estimate from Section 3.1, we measure the rate at
which new in-range SSNs enter the channel and the rate at which
previously seen cards are repeated.
Identity Data Rate: Measurement Results. New in-range SSNs
arrive at an average rate of 18.6 cards per day. Repeated SSNs
arrive at an average rate of 76 cards per day. The majority of SSNs
are repeated fewer than 3 times and 95% of cards are repeated 17
times or less. The results of our measurements are presented in
Figure 5.

3.1.4 Estimating the Wealth of Miscreants
Wealth: Measurement Methodology. To approach an estimate
for the wealth stolen by the miscreants in this market, we add the
potential losses from credit card fraud and financial account theft.
Since the number of cards held in reserve is difficult to estimate, we
use the number of cards with valid Luhn digits pasted to the channel. As an estimate for the amount of funds lost per card, we use
the median loss amount for credit/debit fraud of $427.50 per card
as reported in the 2006 Internet Crime Complaint Center’s Internet
Crime Report [6]. Our estimate assumes that all the card numbers
with valid Luhn digits were active when posted to the channel and
that the they incur an average loss of $427.50. We also assume
that the financial accounts seen are valid and that all funds in the
financial accounts are lost.
Wealth: Measurement Results. With these estimates and assumptions, the total wealth generated from credit card fraud in the
channel is over $37,000,000. If we include the financial account
data from Section 3.1.2, we arrive at a total of over $93,000,000.
While these numbers likely overestimate the wealth generated by
the sensitive data posted to the channel, it is possible that market participants have many additional cards and financial accounts
which they do not give away for free. This fact could make the estimated wealth established in this section only a fraction of the true
value.
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Figure 5: SSN arrivals and repetitions.

3.2 Market Participation

3.2.2 Participant Identification

Having established the market being studied as an active market with significant levels of illegal activity, we shift our focus to
the market’s participants. We start by establishing a baseline activity level of the number of new and repeated messages posted per
day. We measure the number of participants per day including new
and old participants and the active lifetime of a participant over the
logged period. We finish by correlating participant’s IP addresses
with IPs known to send spam, be infected with malware, or be open
proxies.

3.2.1 Activity Levels
Messages: Measurement Methodology. We measure the new
and repeated messages per day. We manually checked outliers by
randomly sampling to verify that the messages are the result of normal activity rather than message floods or other disruptive activity.

Identifiers: Measurement Methodology. To assess the number
of participants who contribute to the market each day, we measure
the number of nicks (new and previously seen) who contributed
at least one message to the market on a particular day. The number of nicks is not necessarily the same as the number of unique
users since participants are not limited to using a single nick at a
time. Scripts and automated bots also use nicks. In addition to the
nicks seen in the logs, each market channel typically has a large
number of lurkers who remain idle, sending zero public messages.
These lurkers may be buyers who monitor channel ads and only
contact sellers through private messages, leechers looking for free
financial data, or fraud prevention services such as CardCops.2 Our
measurements do not include lurkers.
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Figure 6: Message statistics.
Messages: Measurement Results. Figure 6 shows the number of
new and repeated messages per day. On average, over 64,000 messages are seen each day. The average number of new messages per
day is greater than 19,000. After removing outliers corresponding
to bursts of activity around day 50, the average rate of new messages per day drops to around 13,000. Repeated messages originate primarily from automated advertising scripts and arrive at an
average rate of over 45,000 messages per day. These scripts repeat
the same message at regular intervals to advertise the goods and
services of sellers who may not be present at their terminals. Automated sales ads are common and on most days they constitute a
majority of total channel messages.

Identifiers: Measurement Results. Figure 7 shows the results of
our measurements. There were a total of 113,000 unique nicks seen
over the monitored period. On an average day there are over 1,500
active nicks participating in the market. The majority of these nicks
have been previously active in the channel at some time in the past.
New nicks arrive at an average rate of 553 nicks per day.
Active Lifetime: Measurement Methodology. Given the large
number of previously seen nicks that operate in the channel, it is
interesting to ask how long these nicks remain active. We measure
the active lifetime of each nick, defined as the time between the
nick’s first and last message. Active lifetimes are useful to assess
the extent to which participants build relationships by maintaining
a nick over a long period versus creating new identities.
2 http://www.cardcops.com
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Figure 8: Active lifetime of IRC nicks.

Active Lifetime: Measurement Results. Figure 8 shows the active lifetimes of nicks on a logarithmic scale. 25% of all active
nicks posted a single message to the channel, giving them an active
lifetime of zero. The majority of nicks have a short active lifetime of less than 40 minutes while 95% of nicks have an active
lifetime of less than 2,700 hours (112.5 days). The relatively long
active lifetime of some nicks suggests that building relationships by
maintaining a nick is a common and potentially lucrative practice.
Client IP Lookups: Measurement Methodology. The second
form of client identity that we measure is a client’s IP address.
We extracted a total of 65,513 IP addresses from the corpus and
check the addresses against several blacklists. The first blacklist,
the Spamhaus Block List (SBL)3 , is a “realtime database of IP addresses of verified spam sources and spam operations (including
spammers, spam gangs and spam support services).” The second
blacklist, the Exploits Block List (XBL), is a “realtime database of
IP addresses of illegal 3rd party exploits, including open proxies
(HTTP, socks, AnalogX, wingate, etc), worms/viruses with built-in
spam engines, and other types of trojan-horse exploits.” The XBL
is composed of two lists: the Composite Block List (CBL)4 and
the NJABL5 open proxy IPs list. Open proxies are commonly used
to hide a client’s IP address from law enforcement which may be
monitoring a channel. The CBL catalogs IPs active in spam-related
activities as a result of infection by bots or other malware.
BlackList
XBL (CBL)
XBL (NJABL)
SBL
–

IPs On List
6,528
939
788
60,305

Percentage
10%
1%
1%
90%

Table 5: Statistics from blacklist lookups.
Client IP Lookups: Measurement Results. Table 5 shows the
results of querying the blacklists. While 90% of the IPs are not on
any blacklist, 10% are listed on the CBL suggesting that compromised hosts are being used to connect to the market. 1% of client
IPs are on the SBL suggesting possible spamming activities and 1%
are listed as open proxies.

3 http://www.spamhaus.org
4 http://cbl.abuseat.org
5 http://www.njabl.org
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3.2.3 Verified Status
The participants of the market operate in an environment of dishonesty and mutual distrust. Buyers and sellers must protect themselves from dishonest participants (a.k.a., “rippers”) who purposely
fail to uphold their end of a transaction. Such ripping behavior is
common in other online markets and has lead to the establishment
of reputation systems such as those found on eBay or Amazon Marketplace. Not surprisingly, establishing reputation in this underground market differs from traditional reputation establishment in
online market places.
The primary mechanism to build credibility is by providing highquality data “samples” which can be verified by a third party. The
prevalence of free samples is part of what makes the existence of
credit cards common in channel logs. After providing a sufficient
number of verifiable samples of sensitive data, the channel’s administrators consider a seller to be verified and give their nick a special
designation, +v (the ’voice’ attribute), as a seal of approval. The
validity of samples can be verified by performing a minimal cost
transaction with the card, such as donating $1 to a charity of the
miscreant’s choice. The channel administration actively campaign
for transactions to take place between verified participants – both
sales and want ads carry notices that only transactions with verified
participants will be accepted.
Verified Status: Measurement Methodology. To better understand how a participant receives a verified status, we measure the
number of credit cards posted by clients who provide at least one
card during the monitored period. We use the client portion of the
source identifier, including the nick and username, to distinguish
clients. Results using other portions of the source identifier to distinguish client gave similar results.
Verified Status: Measurement Results. Figure 9 presents our
results. The majority of clients who post sensitive data do so in
small amounts and 95% post fewer than 18 samples. These measurements suggest that participants, in particular sellers, need only
post a small number of sensitive data samples to achieve verified
status.

3.3 Market Services and Treachery
The channel service bot is an interactive script run by channel
administrators for the purpose of providing useful services such as
credit card limit checks and access to a BIN list. Table 6 describes
commonly issued commands.
Command Distribution: Measurement Methodology. We use
syntactic matches to measure the number of times common commands were issued.

!cc
!chk
!bank
!cclimit
!cvv2
!commands
!seen
!state
!cardable
!ip
!proxy
!info
!proxychk
!hacksite
!freeshell
!cvv
!order.log
!country
!google
!dns
!exploit
!paypal
!rippers
!socks
!unicode
!zipcode
!portchk
!bnc
!makepsybnc
!sshscanner
!backdoor
!search
!download
!freecc
!makeeggdrop
!os
!proxysite
!forum
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Figure 10: Command usage distribution.

Popular Commands
!cc
!chk < CC >
!bank < BIN >
!cclimit < CC >
!cvv2 < CC >
!commands
!seen < nick >
!state < abbrev >
!cardable
!ip < nick >
!proxy
!info
!proxychk < addr >
!hacksite

Meaning
Request for free credit card number
Request for valid or invalid status of < CC >
Request for issuing back of cc with prefix < BIN >
Request for credit limit for < CC >
Request for CVV2 of < CC >
Request for list of available commands
Request time < nick > was last logged in
Request full name for state < abbrev >
Request for web merchant without card authorization check
Request IP address of nick < nick >
Request for open proxy
Request for general channel information
Request for status of proxy < addr >
Request for URL of hacking website

Table 6: Description of channel service bot commands.
A natural question to ask is what makes the risks associated with
running this market worthwhile, or, equivalently, “What are the incentives for the market’s administration?” While operating the market incurs a level of risk, it also provides an opportunity to easily
acquire wealth. To understand the ease with which administrators
may acquire wealth, one need look no further than the channel service bot commands. The channel services bot provides a number of
commands which return information related to credit card numbers.
Miscreants make constant use of these commands in an attempt to
assess the wealth of their stolen data.
Treachery: Measurement Methodology. After analyzing the
source code for one channel services bot and looking through requests and responses in the corpus, we believe that the !chk, !cclimit,
and !cvv2 are fallacious. For example, the !cclimit command parses
the credit card number provided and returns a deterministic response without querying a database or attempting a transaction to
infer the card’s limit. One possible explanation for this finding is
that the channel administrators run the channel bots as a way to
steal credit card numbers from other participants. We measure the
usage of one fallacious command to estimate the extent to which
naive participants give away sensitive data. We check the card numbers provided as arguments to the command by performing a Luhn
check and remove duplicates.

Treachery: Measurement Results. Figure 11 shows the number of !cclimit commands issued which contain previously unseen
card number. The command was issued a total of 129,464 times.
We parsed responses to the command and found 25,696 unique
cards, approximately one quarter of the total number of unique
cards found in the corpus. These include 17,065 Visa, 6,705 Mastercard, 1,318 American Express, and 608 Discover cards.
1800
Number of CCLimit Checks

Command Distribution: Measurement Results. Figure 10 shows
the distribution of command usage over the dataset. The top four
commands are all associated with credit card data, either requesting
data or purporting to provide card information.
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Figure 11: CClimit checks over time.
An average of 451 new cards are submitted to the command per
day. One expects the number of requests to the !cclimit command
to decline over time as miscreants discover that the command provides a constant response over time. However, our measurements
suggest that usage of the command is generally increasing over
time. Possible explanations for this increase include that the data
being submitted to the !cclimit command is fake or new participants continuously join the channel and are tricked into using the
command.

4. GOODS, SERVICES, AND PRICES
In this section, we measure the number of sales and want ads for
goods and services offered in the channel. The measurements in
this section use both manual measurements and semantic measurements employing supervised machine-learning techniques.
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4.1 Goods
Ads for Goods: Measurement Methodology. Amongst the most
common goods sold in the market are online credentials such as
bank logins and PayPal accounts, sensitive data such as credit cards
and SSNs, compromised machines, spamming tools including mailing lists and open mail relays, and scam webpages used for phishing.
Ads for Goods: Measurement Results. Figure 12 shows the distribution of ads for goods from the labeled dataset. Sales ads outnumber want ads more than 2 to 1.
Having already established the extent to which sensitive data
such as credit cards and SSNs constitute a large percentage of channel activity, we turn our attention to digital goods related to hacking, spamming and phishing. Ads for hacking-related goods include hacked hosts, root accounts, compromised e-merchant accounts, and software exploits. Ads for spam-related goods include
web page email forms which can be used for spamming and bulk
email lists. Ads for phishing-related goods primarily include scam
webpages.

4.1.1 Hacking Related
Hacking-Related Ads: Measurement Methodology. The most
common hacking-related ads are those for compromised hosts. Sales
ads for hacked hosts and root accounts constitute 5.39% of the
labeled data while want ads for hacked hosts and root accounts
constitute 1.85% of the labeled data. To determine the accuracy
of these percentages as estimators for the percentage of compromised host want and sales ads for the entire corpus, we train two
binary text classifiers to identify want and sales ads for compromised hosts. We train the classifiers using positive and negative
examples of hacked host and root sales (want) ads from the training set, respectively.
We evaluate the performance of both classifiers with the remaining 30% of labeled data in the test set. We report both preciCorrectPositives and Recall =
sion and recall where Precision = PredictedPositives
CorrectPositives . We set the positive error penalization (-j option) to
ActualPositives
3 and 8, respectively, to cause training errors on positive examples
to outweigh errors on negative examples. This penalization was
necessary to prevent the text classifier from achieving a high ac-

curacy by always labeling messages as negative examples, erring
only on the relatively infrequent positives examples. The compromised host sales ad classifier achieve a precision of 68.4% and a
recall of 42.6%. The compromised host want ad classifier achieve
a precision of 57.1% and a recall of 38.1%. In both cases, we chose
classifiers with a higher precision and lower recall to limit the number of false positives. Higher recall percentages are possible if we
allow for a lower precision, however this causes an inflation in the
number of predicted positives. Even with their less than perfect
classification accuracy, these classifiers efficiently filter the corpus
and reduce the work required in subsequent analysis.
Hacking-Related Ads: Measurement Results. We use the resulting text classifiers to label the 13 million unlabeled messages
as either want ads for compromised hosts, sales ads for compromised hosts, or neither. We scale the measurements derived from
the labeled output by the precision/recall ratio to roughly estimate
the true positives in the corpus. When estimating values, we assume
that errors are uniformly distributed over the dataset and that the error rates on the test set carry over to the entire corpus. Figure 13(a)
shows the results of the want ad classifier and Figure 13(b) shows
the results of the sales ad classifier.
The sales ad classifier identified an extrapolated 4.8% of the total
corpus as sales ads for compromised hosts, with an absolute error
of 0.59% from the previous estimate. The want ad classifier identified an extrapolated 2.6% of the total corpus as want ads for compromised hosts, with an absolute error of 0.75% from the previous
estimate.

4.1.2 Spam and Phishing Related
As seen in Figure 12, the majority of spam and phishing-related
ads in the labeled dataset are sales ads offering bulk email lists
and sales offers for URLs of web email forms vulnerable to “email
injection attacks.” An email injection attack exploits the input validation of web email forms such as the ubiquitous contact us form
to include additional recipient email addresses. Rather than simply
being sent to the individual responsible for the contact form, the
web server sends the message to a list of injected addresses. The
ease with which vulnerable email forms can be found has produced
a bustling trade of such mailers. Mailer sales ads are the fourth
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Figure 13: Extrapolated number of ads for compromised hosts.
most common type of ad for all goods, with bulk email list sales
ads as the seventh most common. Vulnerable mailers ease the job
of spammers who might otherwise have to locate open mail relays
or employ bots to send spam. Email lists created by crawling webpages with email spiders or extracted from customer databases of
compromised e-merchants further ease the job of spammers by enabling targeted spam campaigns.

4.1.3 Online Credentials and Sensitive Data
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An extensive number of ads for online credentials from bank account logins to PayPal accounts were identified in the labeled data
(See Figure 12.). In addition, want and sale ads for credit cards with
associated information (cvv2, name, address, and answers to challenge questions) were common. Value-added features associated
with credit card data include the freshness of the data and completeness of the associated information. Credit cards with cvv2
validation codes and full owner information which were recently
acquired (fresh) garner a premium. Such cards are more flexible
than cards with limited owner information or cards without their
associated validation codes.
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Figure 14: Distribution of ads for services in labeled data.

4.2 Services
Ads for Services: Measurement Methodology. In addition to enabling access to various digital goods, the market includes a rudi-

mentary offering of services primarily tailored to miscreants performing financial fraud. The most common service ad are offers
for the services of a cashier, a miscreant who converts financial
accounts to cash. Confirmers are used to assist in the verification step of Western Union money transfers. Money transfers from
credit cards require a confirmation step where the individual transferring funds from the credit card answers questions to prove they
are the card’s rightful owner. This service is commonly offered
on a gender-specific basis. In addition to financial fraud, a small
percentage of service ads offer services such as DoS attacks, sending phishing emails, and purchasing goods with other’s credit cards
(a.k.a., carding).
Ads for Services: Measurement Result. Figure 14 shows the
distribution of service ads over the labeled dataset.

4.3 Prices
Before public underground markets were established, quantifying the cost or difficulty of obtaining a compromised host, a spam
relay, or an identity was highly subjective. One might estimate the
cost by performing calculations which depend on opaque quantities
such as an attacker’s prowess or level of qualitative skill level such
as “script kiddie” or “elite hacker.” Such qualitative techniques
rarely meet the requirements of organizations seeking to assess
their exposure to security-related risks or researchers interested in
measuring the security of a system. Given that active underground
markets exist with individuals buying and selling goods and services of all types, we can monitor these markets to quantify the
difficulty of acquiring a resource. In particular, underground markets establish the monetary cost to acquire an illegal good such as
a compromised host.
To demonstrate why quantifying the difficulty of acquiring a resource in monetary terms is useful, consider the case of a DDoS
defense scheme. A useful technique to evaluate such schemes is
the number of machines (or the level of resources) required to overwhelm the defense. DDoS defense papers are rife with claims of
security against various resource levels; however, they often fail to
quantify the cost of acquiring such resources. The machine learning
techniques and analysis in this paper can fill this void by establishing prices for relevant goods and services.
Price of Compromised Hosts: Measurement Methodology. We
first extract all messages which contain explicit prices (a dollar sign
and at least one non-zero digit) and remove repeated messages.
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Figure 15: Asking prices for compromised hosts.
Price of Compromised Hosts: Measurement Results. The results of our measurements are presented in Figure 15. These prices
enable defenders to quantify the cost to buy sufficient resources to
overcome a defense system. For example, a DDoS defense that
is effective up to 1,000 hosts can be overwhelmed by $10,000 in
January or as little as $2,000 in February. The cost to buy can be
used to assess the strength of an adversary with resources r at time
t. For example, a $10,000 adversary can purchase 1,000 compromised hosts in January. For simplicity, we assume that sufficient
quantity is available to satisfy the quantity demanded, that each
host is sold at the asking price, and that there is no volume discount.
In addition to measuring the cost to buy compromised hosts, the
measurement techniques used in this paper can assist in measuring costs for resources used by spammers, phishers, and identity
thieves. These prices can be used to establish the cost to send targeted spam emails, to purchase a bank or PayPal account, or to
steal an identity. Further evaluation is necessary to validate that the
cost to buy a resource provides an accurate and reliable metric to
measure the risk associated with a resource when an adversary’s
resources are expressed in monetary terms.

5.

DISCUSSION

We begin with a discussion of how the market data gathered in
this paper could potentially provide a new approach for quantifying
Internet security. Next, we discuss potential low-cost approaches to
disrupt the underground markets which deviate significantly from
one approach currently used by law enforcement [17]. Although
the approaches we describe in this section rely on oversimplifications, we believe that our preliminary explorations will help motivate the challenges that lie ahead and encourage further research.

5.1 Inferring Global Statistics and Trends
Measuring global statistics and trends such as the number of
compromised Internet hosts or the number of stolen identities is
a difficult task. Not only do these phenomena exhibit a significant
variance over time, but they are difficult to directly measure due to
insufficient coverage.
We consider the task of measuring trends in the total number
of compromised hosts on the Internet. We take an economic approach to measurement which deviates significantly from previous,
primarily statistical approaches. Rather than measuring the number
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of packets received at a network telescope and extrapolating the aggregate number of compromised hosts based on a random-scanning
assumption, we can use the laws of supply and demand and market
measurements to infer global trends.
The law of supply states that, all other factors remaining constant, the supply of a good or service is proportionate to its price.
The law of demand states that, all other factors remaining constant, the demand for a good or service is inversely proportionate
to its price. These laws establish the well-known supply and demand curves shown in Figure 16(a). When we observe the equilibrium price for a good or service in a market, the price provides
the y-coordinate of the intersection point of the supply and demand
curves. As the supply and demand curves shift in response to market forces, we observe changes in the market equilibrium price.
Given that we are unable to directly measure the quantity of goods
or services available, we need a method to infer quantities or the
change in quantity supplied or demanded at a point in time. If
we assume that demand remains constant over short time periods
– or we establish that demand has remained constant by directly
measuring the forces which cause shifts in demand (population,
income, price of a substitute or complement, and expected future
value) – then changes in the price of a good or service are the result
of supply-side factors. An example of an increase in supply and the
corresponding effects is illustrated in Figure 16(b).
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Next, we use the SVM classifier trained to identify sale ads for
compromised hosts to filter the remaining lines for just those lines
containing asking prices for compromised hosts. Finally, we randomly sample the asking prices and manually extract prices.
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Figure 16: Inferring underlying market trends.
Consider the price of a compromised host in an underground
market. Under the assumption of constant demand, if the equilibrium price for a compromised host at time t is P0 and the price is P1
at time t+1, then we can infer that the total quantity of compromised
hosts available has increased. Even if we aren’t able to directly
measure the quantities Q0 or Q1 , the laws of supply and demand
provide us with the ability to measure trends. A similar analysis
is possible when supply remains constant and demand-side factors
cause a shift in the demand curve. In addition, more sophisticated
econometric techniques such as simultaneous equation models can
be used to solve for supply and demand curves.

5.2 Efficient Countermeasures
Underground markets represent a substantial security threat. Previous approaches for disrupting underground markets have focused
on standard law enforcement activities such as locating and disabling hosting infrastructure or identifying and arresting market
participants [17]. These techniques face numerous social and technological hurdles which limit their success and result in substantial
associated costs. For example, disabling the hosting infrastructure
for a market may require multi-national cooperation, which can be
time and resource consuming. Furthermore, nations may refuse
to cooperate with foreign law enforcement agencies or may lack
appropriate laws for prosecution. Even in the case where law en-

forcement techniques have succeeded in disrupting an underground
market, the markets often re-emerge under new administration with
a new “bulletproof” hosting infrastructure. Identifying and arresting key players also includes a host of associated complexities and
costs, such as tracing individuals through chains of compromised
hosts and the cost of subsequent legal proceedings.
The substantial costs and limited success of standard law enforcement techniques motivate our search for low-cost approaches
to countering the threat posed by underground markets.
In this section, we sketch two low-cost countermeasures based
on principles in economics and natural limitations in the client
identification capabilities of open underground markets. The first
is a Sybil attack and the second is a slander attack. The goal of this
preliminary exploration is to highlight open challenges and present
initial approaches on how to tackle them.

5.2.1 Sybil Attack
In a Sybil attack on a voting system, an attacker creates numerous identities (Sybils) in order to control a disproportionally high
percentage of votes [7]. Using a similar idea, we can exploit the
open nature of the underground market to establish Sybil identities
which in turn disrupt the market by undercutting its participant verification system. To demonstrate our attack concretely, we describe
it in the context of the market studied in this paper. Our attack
proceeds in three stages: 1) Sybil generation, 2) achieving verified
status, and finally 3) deceptive sales.
Sybil Generation. In stage one, an attacker establishes multiple Sybil identities by connecting to the market’s IRC servers and
registering nicknames. The required number of Sybil identities depends on the number of verified-status sellers in the market. A
higher ratio of Sybils to verified-status sellers will improve the
overall effectiveness of the attack.
Achieving Verified Status. In stage two, an attacker builds the
status of each Sybil identity. This can be accomplished through
positive feedback from other Sybils or out-of-band activities. The
verification system of the underground market studied in this paper provides verified status to participants who freely provide highquality credit card data. The success of a Sybil attack depends on
the cost associated with generating a Sybil identity and the cost
of achieving verified status. For a Sybil attack to be successful,
these costs must be minimized. For the studied market, a low-cost
technique to achieve verified status is to enter several separate IRC
channels and replay credit card data seen in one channel to a different channel. This allows verified-status Sybils to be produced at a
minimal cost.
Deceptive Sales. In stage three, an attacker utilizes their verifiedstatus Sybils to advertise goods and services for sale. Rather than
undergoing an honest transaction, the attacker first requests payment and subsequently fails to provide the good or service promised.
Such behavior is known as “ripping” and it is the goal of the verification system to minimize such behavior. However, poor controls on how one achieves verified status and establishes identities
make it possible to undermine the market’s verification system. If
an attacker’s Sybils are indistinguishable from other verified-status
sellers, a buyer will be unable to identify honest verified-status sellers from dishonest verified-status Sybils. In the long term, buyers
will become unwilling to pay the high asking price requested by
verified-status sellers because of the buyer’s inability to assess the
true quality of sellers.
Markets that exhibit this form of asymmetric information, where
buyers are unable to distinguish the quality of goods, are known
as lemon markets [2]. Lemon markets see a reduction in successful transactions until the information asymmetry is corrected. In

our case, the market would need to establish a verification system
which is robust against Sybil attacks. One approach would be to
detect anomalous recommendation topologies [21], but this would
require a sophisticated system for tracking interactions over time.
Another approach would be to increase the cost of establishing an
identity, in turn pushing the market towards a closed market, which
discourages new individuals from joining – subsequently raising
the barrier to entry for cybercrime.

5.2.2 Slander Attack
In a slander attack, an attacker eliminates the verified status of
buyers and sellers through false defamation. By eliminating the
status of honest individuals, an attacker again establishes a lemon
market. To understand why, consider a market with one verifiedstatus seller, Honest Harry, one unverified seller, Dishonest Dale,
and an unlimited number of buyers. If the verification system accurately classifies individuals into honest and dishonest classes, in
turn minimizing the variance in expected payoff of an entity, Honest Harry will charge a premium for his goods since a buyer’s expected payoff when undertaking a transaction with Harry will be
higher than their expected payoff with Dishonest Dale. Assume a
number of buyers slander Harry, subsequently eliminating his verified status. As a result, buyers will lower their expected payoff
for transactions with Harry under the assumption that Harry is less
honest than before (exhibits a higher variance in payoffs). However, having remained honest, Harry will be unwilling to accept a
lower price (since in an efficient market Harry is already selling at
equilibrium). Buyers will, in turn, leave the market or undertake
transactions with Dishonest Dale, who may fail to uphold his end
of a transaction. Regardless, the result is a marked decrease in the
number of successful transactions – a desired outcome.

6. RELATED WORK
Related work falls into two categories: underground markets and
the economics of information security.
Previous studies have framed the existence of underground cyber
markets, but have not systematically analyzed the markets [18, 19].
We employ machine learning techniques and random sampling to
classify logs into a number of categories; allowing us to assess the
extent of miscreant behavior rather than only observing snapshots
in phenomenological terms.
Anderson discusses why security failures may be attributable to
“perverse economic incentives” in which victims bear the costs of
security failures rather than those who are responsible for the system’s security in the first place [3]. Schechter develops an argument
that the cost to break into a system is an effective metric to quantitatively assess the security of the system [15]. Schechter also suggests that vulnerability markets could be set up to entice hackers to
find exploits. The lowest expected cost for anyone to discover and
exploit a vulnerability is the Cost to Break metric. Schechter also
advances an econometric model of the security risk from remote attack [16]. In comparison, this paper proposes a security metric not
for a particular system with unknown vulnerabilities, but for the Internet as a whole. Similar to the cost to break metric, our proposed
metric uses market pricing. Ozment reformulated Schechter’s vulnerability markets as “bug auctions” and applied auction theory to
tune market structure [14]. In a position paper, Aspnes et al. state as
a key challenge that of obtaining quantitative answers to the scope
of Internet insecurity [4]. Aspnes et al. also state that “economics
provides a natural framework within which to define metrics for
systemic security.” The approach proposed in this paper hopes to
partially fulfill this goal.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Internet miscreants of all sorts have banded together and established a bustling underground economy. This economy operates on
public IRC servers and actively flaunts the laws of nations and the
rights of individuals. To elucidate the threat posed by this market,
we performed the first systematic study including extensive measurements of 7 months of data and the use of machine learning
techniques to label messages with their associated meanings.
To stimulate further research, we discussed how our measurements might be applied to quantify the security of systems and to
estimate global trends that are difficult to measure, such as changes
in the total number of compromised hosts on the Internet. Further,
we sketched efficient, low-cost countermeasures which use principles from economics to disrupt the market from within. These
countermeasures deviate significantly from today’s use of law enforcement or technical approaches, which meet with substantial
costs.
The ready availability of market data for illegal activities begs a
number of interesting questions. For example, how does the market respond to security-related incidents such as the discovery of an
exploit or the release of a patch? The use of economic event studies may enable us to better understand the true costs and benefits
of deployed security technologies, data breeches, and new security
protocols. In addition to studying effects, tracking underground
market indices may allow for accurate forecasting and predictions
of the future state of Internet security. We consider this study an
initial step towards the use of economic measurements of underground markets to provide new directions and insights into the state
of information and Internet security.
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Abstract
According to one common view, information security comes down to technical measures. Given better
access control policy models, formal proofs of cryptographic protocols, approved firewalls, better ways of detecting intrusions and malicious code, and better tools
for system evaluation and assurance, the problems can
be solved.
In this note, I put forward a contrary view: information insecurity is at least as much due to perverse
incentives. Many of the problems can be explained
more clearly and convincingly using the language of
microeconomics: network externalities, asymmetric
information, moral hazard, adverse selection, liability
dumping and the tragedy of the commons.

1

Introduction

In a survey of fraud against autoteller machines [4],
it was found that patterns of fraud depended on who
was liable for them. In the USA, if a customer disputed a transaction, the onus was on the bank to prove
that the customer was mistaken or lying; this gave US
banks a motive to protect their systems properly. But
in Britain, Norway and the Netherlands, the burden
of proof lay on the customer: the bank was right unless the customer could prove it wrong. Since this
was almost impossible, the banks in these countries
became careless. Eventually, epidemics of fraud demolished their complacency. US banks, meanwhile,
suffered much less fraud; although they actually spent
less money on security than their European counterparts, they spent it more effectively [4].
There are many other examples. Medical payment
systems that are paid for by insurers rather then by
hospitals fail to protect patient privacy whenever this
conflicts with the insurer’s wish to collect information
about its clients. Digital signature laws transfer the

risk of forged signatures from the bank that relies on
the signature (and that built the system) to the person
alleged to have made the signature. Common Criteria
evaluations are not made by the relying party, as Orange Book evaluations were, but by a commercial facility paid by the vendor. In general, where the party
who is in a position to protect a system is not the
party who would suffer the results of security failure,
then problems may be expected.
A different kind of incentive failure surfaced in early
2000, with distributed denial of service attacks against
a number of high-profile web sites. These exploit a
number of subverted machines to launch a large coordinated packet flood at a target. Since many of them
flood the victim at the same time, the traffic is more
than the target can cope with, and because it comes
from many different sources, it can be very difficult to
stop [7]. Varian pointed out that this was also a case of
incentive failure [20]. While individual computer users
might be happy to spend $100 on anti-virus software
to protect themselves against attack, they are unlikely
to spend even $1 on software to prevent their machines
being used to attack Amazon or Microsoft.
This is an example of what economists refer to as
the ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ [15]. If a hundred peasants graze their sheep on the village common, then
whenever another sheep is added its owner gets almost
the full benefit – while the other ninety-nine suffer only
a small decline in the quality of the grazing. So they
aren’t motivated to object, but rather to add another
sheep of their own and get as much of the grazing as
they can. The result is a dustbowl; and the solution
is regulatory rather than technical. A typical tenthcentury Saxon village had community mechanisms to
deal with this problem; the world of computer security still doesn’t. Varian’s proposal is that the costs
of distributed denial-of-service attacks should fall on
the operators of the networks from which the flood-

ing traffic originates; they can then exert pressure on
their users to install suitable defensive software, or,
for that matter, supply it themselves as part of the
subscription package.
These observations prompted us to look for other
ways in which economics and computer security interact.

2

Network Externalities

Economists have devoted much effort to the study
of networks such as those operated by phone companies, airlines and credit card companies.
The more people use a typical network, the more
valuable it becomes. The more people use the phone
system – or the Internet – more people there are to
talk to and so the more useful it is to each user. This
is sometimes referred to as Metcalfe’s law, and is not
limited to communication systems. The more merchants take credit cards, the more useful they are to
customers, and so the more customers will buy them;
and the more customers have them, the more merchants will want to accept them. So while that networks can grow very slowly at first – credit cards took
almost two decades to take off – once positive feedback gets established, they can grow very rapidly. The
telegraph, the telephone, the fax machine and most recently the Internet have all followed this model.
As well as these physical networks, the same principles apply to virtual networks, such as the community of users of a mass-market software architecture.
When software developers started to believe that the
PC would outsell the Mac, they started developing
their products for the PC first, and for the Mac only
later (if at all). This effect was reinforced by the fact
that the PC was easier for developers to work with.
The growing volume of software available for the PC
but not the Mac made customers more likely to buy
a PC than a Mac, and the resulting positive feedback
squeezed the Mac out of most markets. A similar effect
made Microsoft Word the dominant word processor.
A good introduction to network economics is by
Shapiro and Varian [17]. For our present purposes,
there are three particularly important features of information technology markets.
• First, the value of a product to a user depends on
how many other users adopt it.
• Second, technology often has high fixed costs and
low marginal costs. The first copy of a chip or
a software package may cost millions, but subsequent copies may cost very little to manufacture.

This isn’t unique to information markets; it’s also
seen in business sectors such as airlines and hotels. In all such sectors, pure price competition
will tend to drive revenues steadily down towards
the marginal cost of production (which in the case
of information is zero). So businesses need ways
of selling on value rather than on cost.
• Third, there are often large costs to users from
switching technologies, which leads to lock-in.
Such markets may remain very profitable, even
where (incompatible) competitors are very cheap
to produce. In fact, one of the main results of
network economic theory is that the net present
value of the customer base should equal the total
costs of their switching their business to a competitor [19].
All three of these effects tend to lead to ”winner
take all” market structures with dominant firms. So
it is extremely important to get into markets quickly.
Once in, a vendor will try to appeal to complementary
suppliers, as with the software vendors whose bandwagon effect carried Microsoft to victory over Apple.
In fact, successful networks tend to appeal to complementary suppliers even more than to users: the potential creators of “killer apps” need to be courted.
Once the customers have a substantial investment in
complementary assets, they will be locked in. (There
are a number of complexities and controversies; see for
example [14]. But the above simplified discussion will
take us far enough for now.)
These network effects have significant consequences
for the security engineer, and consequences that are often misunderstood or misattributed. Consultants often explain that the reason a design broke for which
they were responsible was that the circumstances were
impossible: ‘the client didn’t want a secure system,
but just the most security I could fit on his product
in one week on a budget of $10,000’. It is important
to realize that this is not just management stupidity. The huge first-mover advantages that can arise
in economic systems with strong positive feedback are
the origin of the so-called “Microsoft philosophy” of
‘we’ll ship it on Tuesday and get it right by version
3’. Although sometimes attributed by cynics to a personal moral failing on the part of Bill Gates, this is
perfectly rational behaviour in many markets where
network economics apply.
Another common complaint is that software platforms are shipped with little or no security support, as
with Windows 95/98; and even where access control
mechanisms are supplied, as with Windows NT, they

are easy for application developers to bypass. In fact,
the access controls in Windows NT are often irrelevant, as most applications either run with administrator privilege (or, equivalently, require dangerously
powerful operating system services to be enabled).
This is also explained simply from the viewpoint of
network economics: mandatory security would subtract value, as it would make life more difficult for the
application developers. Indeed, Odlyzko observes that
much of the lack of user-friendliness of both Microsoft
software and the Internet is due to the fact that both
Microsoft and the Internet achieved success by appealing to developers. The support costs that Microsoft
dumps on users – and in fact even the cost of the time
wasted waiting for PCs to boot up and shut down –
greatly exceed its turnover [16].
Network owners and builders will also appeal to the
developers of the next generation of applications by
arranging for the bulk of the support costs to fall on
users rather than developers, even if this makes effective security administration impractical. One reason
for the current appeal of public key cryptography may
be that it can simplify development – even at the cost
of placing an unreasonable administrative burden on
users who are neither able nor willing to undertake
it [9]. The technical way to try to fix this problem is
to make security administration more ‘user-friendly’ or
‘plug-and-play’; many attempts in this direction have
met with mixed success. The more subtle approach
is to try to construct an authentication system whose
operators benefit from network effects; this is what
Microsoft Passport does, and we’ll discuss it further
below.
In passing, it is worth mentioning that (thanks to
distributed denial of service attacks) the economic aspects of security failure are starting to get noticed by
government. A recent EU proposal recommends action by governments in response to market imperfections, where market prices do not accurately reflect
the costs and benefits of improvemed network security [11]. However, this is only the beginning of the
story.

3

Competitive applications and corporate warfare

Network economics has many other effects on security engineering. Rather than using a standard, well
analyzed and tested architecture, companies often go
for a proprietary obscure one – to increase customer
lock-in and increase the investment that competitors
have to make to create compatible products. Where
possible, they will use patented algorithms (even if

these are not much good) as a means of imposing licensing conditions on manufacturers. For example,
the DVD Content Scrambling System was used as a
means of insisting that manufacturers of compatible
equipment signed up to a whole list of copyright protection measures [5]. This may have come under severe
pressure, as it could prevent the Linux operating system from running on next-generation PCs; but efforts
to foist non-open standards continue in many applications from SDMI and CPRM to completely proprietary systems such as games consoles.
A very common objective is differentiated pricing.
This is usually critical to firms that price a product or
service not to its cost but to its value to the customer.
This is familiar from the world of air travel: you can
spend $200 to fly the Atlantic in coach class, $2000 in
business class or $5000 in first. Some commentators
are surprised by the size of this gap; yet a French
economist, Jules Dupuit, had already written in 1849:
[I]t is not because of the few thousand
francs which would have to be spent to put a
roof over the third-class carriage or to upholster the third-class seats that some company
or other has open carriages with wooden
benches . . . What the company is trying to do is prevent the passengers who can
pay the second-class fare from traveling third
class; it hits the poor, not because it wants
to hurt them, but to frighten the rich . .
. And it is again for the same reason that
the companies, having proved almost cruel to
the third-class passengers and mean to the
second-class ones, become lavish in dealing
with first-class customers. Having refused
the poor what is necessary, they give the rich
what is superfluous. [10]
This is a also common business model in the software and online services sectors. A basic program or
service may be available free; a much better one for a
subscription; and a ‘Gold’ service at a ridiculous price.
In many cases, the program is the same except that
some features are disabled for the budget user. Many
cryptographic and other technical protection mechanisms have as their real function the maintenance of
this differential.
Another business strategy is to manipulate switching costs. Incumbents try to increase the cost of
switching, whether by indirect methods such as controlling marketing channels and building industries of
complementary suppliers, or, increasingly, by direct

methods such as making systems incompatible and
hard to reverse engineer. Meanwhile competitors try
to do the reverse: they look for ways to reuse the
base of complementary products and services, and to
reverse engineer whatever protection the incumbent
builds in. This extends to the control of complementary vendors, sometimes using technical mechanisms.
Sometime, security mechanisms have both product
differentiation and higher switching costs as goals. An
example which may become politicized is ‘accessory
control’. According to one company that sells authentication chips into the automative market, some
printer companies have begun to embed cryptographic
authentication protocols in laser printers to ensure
that genuine toner cartridges are used. If a competitor’s cartridge is loaded instead, the printer will quietly downgrade from 1200 dpi to 300 dpi. In mobile
phones, much of the profit is made on batteries, and
authentication can be used to spot competitors’ products so they can be drained more quickly [3].
Another example comes from Microsoft Passport.
This is a system whose ostensible purpose is single
signon: a Passport user doesn’t have to think up separate passwords for each participating web site, with
all the attendant hassle and risk. Instead, sites that
use Passport share a central authentication server run
by Microsoft to which users log on. They use web
redirection to connect their Passport-carrying visitors
to this server; authentication requests and responses
are passed back and forth by the user’s browser in
encrypted cookies. So far, so good.
But the real functions of Passport are somewhat
more subtle [18]. First, by patching itself into all the
web transactions of participating sites, Microsoft can
collect a huge amount of data about online shopping
habits and enable participants to swap it. If every
site can exchange data with every other site, then the
value of the network to each participating web site
grows with the number of sites, and there is a strong
network externality. So one such network may come
to dominate, and Microsoft hopes to own it. Second,
the authentication protocols used between the merchant servers and the Passport server are proprietary
variants of Kerberos, so the web server must use Microsoft software rather than Apache or Netscape (this
has supposedly been ‘fixed’ with the latest release, but
participating sites still cannot use their own authentication server, and so remain in various ways at Microsoft’s mercy).
So Passport isn’t so much a security product, as a
play for control of both the web server and purchasing

information markets. It comes bundled with services
such as Hotmail, is already used by 40 million people,
and does 400 authentications per second on average.
Its known flaws include that Microsoft keeps all the
users’ credit card details, creating a huge target; various possible middleperson attacks; and that you can
be impersonated by someone who steals your cookie
file. (Passport has a ‘logout’ facility that’s supposed
to delete the cookies for a particular merchant, so you
can use a shared PC with less risk, but this feature
didn’t work properly for Netscape users when it was
first deployed [13].)
The constant struggles to entrench or undermine
monopolies and to segment and control markets determine many of the environmental conditions that
make the security engineer’s work harder. They make
it likely that, over time, government interference in
information security standards will be motivated by
broader competition issues, as well as by narrow issues of the effectiveness of infosec product markets
(and law enforcement access to data).
So much for commercial information security. But
what about the government sector? As information attack and defense become ever more important tools of
national policy, what broader effects might they have?

4

Information Warfare – Offense and
Defense

One of the most important aspects of a new technology package is whether it favours offense or defense in
warfare. The balance has repeatedly swung back and
forth, with the machine gun giving an advantage to
the defense in World War 1, and the tank handing it
back to the offense by World War 2.
The difficulties of developing secure systems using
a penetrate-and-patch methodology have been known
to the security community since at least the Anderson
report in the early 1970s [2]; however, a new insight
on this can be gained by using an essentially economic
argument, that enables us to deal with vulnerabilities
in a quantitative way [6].
To simplify matters, let us suppose a large, complex
product such as Windows 2000 has 1,000,000 bugs,
each with an MTBF of 1,000,000,000 hours. Suppose
that Paddy works for the Irish Republican Army, and
his job is to break into the British Army’s computer
to get the list of informers in Belfast; while Brian is
the army assurance guy whose job is to stop Paddy.
So he must learn of the bugs before Paddy does.
Paddy has a day job so he can only do 1000 hours
of testing a year. Brian has full Windows source code,

dozens of PhDs, control of the commercial evaluation labs, an inside track on CERT, an information
sharing deal with other UKUSA member states – and
he also runs the government’s scheme to send round
consultants to critical industries such as power and
telecomms to advise them how to protect their systems. Suppose that Brian benefits from 10,000,000
hours a year worth of testing.
After a year, Paddy finds a bug, while Brian has
found 100,000. But the probability that Brian has
found Paddy’s bug is only 10%. After ten years he
will find it – but by then Paddy will have found nine
more, and it’s unlikely that Brian will know of all of
them. Worse, Brian’s bug reports will have become
such a firehose that Microsoft will have killfiled him.
In other words, Paddy has thermodynamics on his
side. Even a very moderately resourced attacker can
break anything that’s at all large and complex. There
is nothing that can be done to stop this, so long as
there are enough different security vulnerabilities to
do statistics: different testers find different bugs. (The
actual statistics are somewhat more complicated, involving lots of exponential sums; keen readers can find
the details at [6].)
There are various ways in which one might hope to
escape this statistical trap.
• First, although it’s reasonable to expect a
35,000,000 line program like Windows 2000 to
have 1,000,000 bugs, perhaps only 1% of them are
security-critical. This changes the game slightly,
but not much; Paddy now needs to recruit 100
volunteers to help him (or, more realistically,
swap information in a grey market with other subversive elements). Still, the effort required of the
attacker is still much less than that needed for
effective defense.
• Second, there may be a single fix for a large number of the security critical bugs. For example,
if half of them are stack overflows, then perhaps
these can all be removed by a new compiler.
• Third, you can make the security critical part of
the system small enough that the bugs can be
found. This was understood, in an empirical way,
by the early 1970s. However, the discussion in the
above section should have made clear that a minimal TCB is unlikely to be available anytime soon,
as it would make applications harder to develop
and thus impair the platform vendors’ appeal to
developers.

So information warfare looks rather like air warfare looked in the 1920s and 1930s. Attack is simply easier than defense. Defending a modern information system could also be likened to defending a
large, thinly-populated territory like the nineteenth
century Wild West: the men in black hats can strike
anywhere, while the men in white hats have to defend
everywhere. Another possible relevant analogy is the
use of piracy on the high seas as an instrument of state
policy by many European powers in the sixteenth and
seveteenth centuries. Until the great powers agreed to
deny pirates safe haven, piracy was just too easy.
The technical bias in favour of attack is made even
worse by asymmetric information. Suppose that you
head up a U.S. agency with an economic intelligence
mission, and a computer scientist working for you has
just discovered a beautiful new exploit on Windows
2000. If you report this to Microsoft, you will protect
250 million Americans; if you keep quiet, you will be
able to conduct operations against 400 million Europeans and 100 million Japanese. What’s more, you
will get credit for operations you conduct successfully
against foreigners, while the odds are that any operations that they conduct successfully against U.S.
targets will remain unknown to your superiors. This
further emphasizes the motive for attack rather than
defense. Finally – and this appears to be less widely
realized – the balance in favour of attack rather than
defense is still more pronounced in smaller countries.
They have proportionally fewer citizens to defend, and
more foreigners to attack.
In other words, the increasing politicization of information attack and defense may even be a destabilizing factor in international affairs.

5

Distinguishing Good from Bad

Since Auguste Kerckhoffs wrote his two seminal papers on security engineering in 1883 [12], people have
discussed the dangers of ‘security-by-obscurity’, that
is, relying on the attacker’s being ignorant of the design of a system. Economics can give us a fresh insight
into this. We have already seen that obscure designs
are often used deliberately as a means of entrenching
monopolies; but why is it that, even in relatively competitive security product markets, the bad products
tend to drive out the good?
The theory of asymmetric information gives us an
explanation of one of the mechanisms. Consider a used
car market, on which there are 100 good cars (the
‘plums’), worth $3000 each, and 100 rather troublesome ones (the ‘lemons’), each of which is worth only
$1000. The vendors know which is which, but the

buyers don’t. So what will be the equilibrium price of
used cars?
If customers start off believing that the probability
they will get a plum is equal to the probability they
will get a lemon, then the market price will start off
at $2000. However, at that price only lemons will be
offered for sale, and once the buyers observe this, the
price will drop rapidly to $1000 with no plums being
sold at all. In other words, when buyers don’t have as
much information about the quality of the products
as sellers do, there will be severe downward pressure
on both price and quality. Infosec people frequently
complain about this in many markets for the products and components we use; the above insight, due
to Akerlof [1], explains why it happens.
The problem of bad products driving out good ones
can be made even worse when the people evaluating them aren’t the people who suffer when they fail.
Much has been written on the ways in which corporate performance can be adversely affected when executives have incentives at odds with the welfare of their
employer. For example, managers often buy products
and services which they know to be suboptimal or even
defective, but which are from big name suppliers. This
is known to minimize the likelihood of getting fired
when things go wrong. Corporate lawyers don’t condemn this as fraud, but praise it as ‘due diligence’.
Over the last decade of the twentieth century, many
businesses have sought to fix this problem by extending stock options to ever more employees. However,
these incentives don’t appear to be enough to ensure
prudent practice by security managers. (This might
be an interesting topic for a PhD; does it come down
to the fact that security managers also have less information about threats, and so cannot make rational
decisions about protection versus insurance, or is it
simply due to adverse selection among security managers?)
This problem has long been perceived, even if not
in precisely these terms, and the usual solution to be
proposed is an evaluation system. This can be a private arrangement, such as the equipment tests carried
out by insurance industry laboratories for their member companies, or it can be public sector, as with the
Orange Book and the Common Criteria.
For all its faults, the Orange Book had the virtue
that evaluations were carried out by the party who relied on them – the government. The European equivalent, ITSEC, introduced a pernicious innovation – that
the evaluation was not paid for by the government but
by the vendor seeking an evaluation on its product.

This got carried over into the Common Criteria.
This change in the rules provided the critical perverse incentive. It motivated the vendor to shop
around for the evaluation contractor who would give
his product the easiest ride, whether by asking fewer
questions, charging less money, taking the least time,
or all of the above. To be fair, the potential for this
was realized, and schemes were set up whereby contractors could obtain approval as a CLEF (commercial
licensed evaluation facility). The threat that a CLEF
might have its license withdrawn was supposed to offset the commercial pressures to cut corners.
But in none of the half-dozen or so disputed cases
I’ve been involved in has the Common Criteria approach proved satisfactory. Some examples are documented in my book, Security Engineering [3]. The
failure modes appear to involve fairly straightforward
pandering to customers’ wishes, even (indeed especially) where these were in conflict with the interests of
the users for whom the evaluation was supposedly being prepared. The lack of sanctions for misbehaviour
– such as a process whereby evaluation teams can lose
their accreditation when they lose their sparkle, or get
caught in gross incompetence or dishonesty, is probably a contributory factor.
But there is at least one more significant perverse
incentive. From the user’s point of view, an evaluation
may actually subtract from the value of a product. For
example, if you use an unevaluated product to generate digital signatures, and a forged signature turns up
which someone tries to use against you, you might reasonably expect to challenge the evidence by persuading a court to order the release of full documentation
to your expert witnesses. A Common Criteria certificate might make a court much less ready to order disclosure, and thus could severely prejudice your rights.
A cynic might suggest that this is precisely why it’s
the vendors of products which are designed to transfer
liability (such as digital signature smartcards), to satisfy due diligence requirements (such as firewalls) or to
impress naive users (such as PC access control products), who are most enthusiastic about the Common
Criteria.
So an economist is unlikely to place blind faith in
a Common Criteria evaluation. Fortunately, the perverse incentives discussed above should limit the uptake of the Criteria to sectors where an official certification, however irrelevant, erroneous or misleading,
offers competitive advantage.
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Conclusions

Much has been written on the failure of information security mechanisms to protect end users from
privacy violations and fraud. This misses the point.
The real driving forces behind security system design
usually have nothing to do with such altruistic goals.
They are much more likely to be the desire to grab a
monopoly, to charge different prices to different users
for essentially the same service, and to dump risk. Often this is perfectly rational.
In an ideal world, the removal of perverse economic incentives to create insecure systems would depoliticize most issues. Security engineering would then
be a matter of rational risk management rather than
risk dumping. But as information security is about
power and money – about raising barriers to trade,
segmenting markets and differentiating products – the
evaluator should not restrict herself to technical tools
like cryptanalysis and information flow, but also apply
economic tools such as the analysis of asymmetric information and moral hazard. As fast as one perverse
incentive can be removed by regulators, businesses
(and governments) are likely to create two more.
In other words, the management of information security is a much deeper and more political problem
than is usually realized; solutions are likely to be subtle and partial, while many simplistic technical approaches are bound to fail. The time has come for engineers, economists, lawyers and policymakers to try
to forge common approaches.
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Postscript
The dreadful events of September 11th happened
just before this manuscript was finalised. They will
take some time to digest, and rather than rewriting
the paper it seemed better to add this short postscript.
I believe that the kind of economic arguments advanced here will be found to apply to protecting
‘bricks’ as much as ‘clicks’. It may take years for the
courts to argue about liability; there will remain a
strong public interest in ensuring that the operational
responsibility for protection does not become divorced
from the liability for the failure of that protection.
The arguments in section 4 are also brought into
sharper relief. In a world in which the ‘black hats’ can
attack anywhere but the ‘white hats’ have to defend

everywhere, the black hats have a huge economic advantage. This suggests that local defensive protection
is not enough; there is an essential role for global defence, of which deterrence and retribution may be an
unavoidable part.
The suppression of piracy, mentioned in that section, may be a useful example. It might also be a
sobering one. Although, from the late seventeenth
century, major governments started to agree that the
use of pirates as instruments of state policy was unacceptable, there was no single solution. It took many
treaties, many naval actions, and the overthrow of a
number of rogue governments, over a period of more
than a century, to pacify the world’s oceans. The
project became entwined, in complex ways, with other
campaigns, including the abolition of slavery and the
spread of colonialism. Liberals faced tough moral
dilemmas: was it acceptable to conquer and colonise
a particular territory, in order to suppress piracy and
slavery there? In the end, economic factors appear to
have been politically decisive; piracy simply cost business too much money. History may not repeat itself,
but it might not be wise to ignore it.
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When Hackers Turn to Blackmail
This fictional case study explores a danger to which every organization is now vulnerable: malicious computer
attacks. Traditionally, just three experts are invited to comment on the case. In this interactive version, HBR
invites you to contribute your own solution.
Adapted from “When Hackers Turn to Blackmail,” the October 2009 Harvard Business Review case study by
Caroline Eisenmann.

How You Can Interact
Read the abbreviated HBR case study below and tell us what you would do
Read what HBR’s expert commentators recommend
Caroline Eisenmann is a former HBR intern.
Paul Layman has been the CEO of Sunnylake Hospital for five years. He arrived with a vision of introducing
cutting-edge technology to the small hospital by switching from paper records to electronic medical records
(EMRs). The success of his initiative has changed Sunnylake from a backwater community care center to a
role model for small hospitals everywhere.
Leisurely checking his e-mail on a Friday afternoon, Paul
finds an illiterate message from an unknown sender: Ur
network security sucks. But we can help u. For 100K
cash well insure your little hospital dont suffer any
disasters.
The implied threat in the e-mail provoked no anxiety in
Paul. He had great faith in Jacob Dale, his earnest
young IT director. While the system was under
development, Paul had repeatedly insisted that patients’
privacy was critical. Jacob had calmly and exhaustively
explained that making records digital would also make
them more secure. So Paul forgot about the matter over
the weekend. But at 8:00 on Monday morning he
received another e-mail from the same sender, with a
subject line reading We warned u. The most difficult day
of his career was about to begin.
***
IT had designed Sunnylake’s network so that records
could be accessed only by the doctors, nurses, and administrators who needed them. Today, apparently,
something had gone dreadfully wrong. All over the hospital, doctors trying to access patients’ records saw
nothing but Access Denied on their EMR readers.
Jacob was in Paul’s office when the third e-mail arrived. In complete silence the two stared at Paul’s computer
screen. We bet u want your stuff back. probly shud have protected it better. for the small price of 100K well
make this go away.
“What the hell is going on?” Paul demanded. “I’ve got doctors rioting in the halls.”
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“This is some kind of system-wide ransomware,” Jacob muttered. “Instead of holding up a couple of people for
50 bucks a pop, these guys are holding up the whole organization. They want $100,000 for the decryption tool.”
His entire team was at work trying to restore access. Sunnylake currently had no way of delivering records to
doctors who urgently needed them for patient care. The hospital was about to come to a standstill.
“This is the digital equivalent of hand-to-hand combat,” Jacob said. “There isn’t a quick fix for a problem like
this.”
Paul nodded toward the screen. “They’ve offered us a quick fix,” he said.
“You’re not seriously considering paying these guys, are you?” Jacob asked incredulously. “If we pay once,
we’ll be a target forever. Don’t do it. It’s not right.”
***
“Paul, we need to make this go away,” said Lisa Mankins, Sunnylake’s head legal counsel. “Our legal exposure
in this kind of situation is mind-boggling. The longer this goes on, the bigger the risk. Literally every second is a
liability.”
“The way Jacob explained it to me, IT needs a certain amount of time to regain control,” Paul said.
“We don’t have that time,” Lisa insisted. “You know that. The legal fees for malpractice suits could cost this
hospital hundreds of thousands of dollars - maybe millions. A hundred thousand bucks pales alongside the
damages we might face if we wait this out. I think it’s practical — even moral — to pay the ransom.”
She had barely left Paul’s office when George Knudsen, the chief of staff, stormed in. “Do you have any idea
what this will do to our reputation if some newshound gets wind of it?” he demanded. “This is making your
entire staff look incompetent — or worse! Paper might have been slow, but it was reliable. If you don’t fix this
soon, Paul, I’m never touching one of those damn devices again.”

Comments
If was Mr.Paul i would have never paid the hackers because with the information of the patience the hackers
will not be benifited and further i agree with Mr. Paul that if you once pay the hacker they will demand for more
in future. Instaed i will call some system expert to recover the system.This will recover as well as secure the
whole system.
- Posted by Seikh Riajuddin
October 29, 2009 00:35
Firstly - A Law Enforcement agency equiped to deal with this type of crime need to be contacted to assist with a
view to tracing the perputrators and possibly containing the leakage of patient's personal information.
Secondly - Paul needs to establish and maintain a line of communication with the perputrators to establish
whether they have set timelines for the demands to be met. This will also buy time and give the agency more
information.
Thirdly - He needs to call an emergency staff meeting with the heads of departments and inform them of the
threat and establish or execute their BCM plan re patient treatment. I am hoping for the latter as implementing
a mission critical system without any failover would really just be silly.
- Posted by Johan Coetzer
December 4, 2009 06:18
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As awful as it may be to pay the money, Paul needs to pay the ransom. Though the hackers may have left
backdoors to the system and the IT staff still doesn't know how they gained access, that is not the most
pressing issue at hand. One doctor had stated that they had given a patient medicine he was allergic to.
$100,000 is a drop in the bucket for the money they could be liable for should a patient die or otherwise be
harmed from incorrect treatment.
This is not to say that he should not report to proper law enforcement agencies (FBI?), so that they can
apprehend the criminals, but that is lower on the list in urgency.
This $100,000 "fee" is repercussion from his staff choosing not to patch their boxes for 3 years. Take it as a
lesson learned.
I agree with the suggestions of scanning every computer on the LAN to determine the point of entry, and the
wiping of hard drives, etc -- but only after getting the data back.
They can plan to implement every security device and plan in the world once they get their data back, but the
important piece IS to get the data back. I would suggest making a backup of the encrypted system as evidence
and to analyze later on.
- Posted by Ron B
December 7, 2009 01:29
Whoever thought this up (the intern clearly did not) has a significant investment in an IT security firm trying to
get into the hospital business. That is certainly more likely than the scenario. There is so much ignorance in
this scenario it only proves the author knows nothing at all about computers, networking, software, or
healthcare.
I do not see a Conflict of Interest statement - but only the medical school requires that - the business school
regards the law as the limit of morality. If it is legal, and you can make money by duping others, it is perfectly
moral.
Note that we only have the name of the intern, not the person who developed the idea and got it published.
Nicely done - worthy of Wall Street.
- Posted by Hari
May 15, 2010 09:07
Lets divide the situation in to two scenarios.
The first one, replicates the proverb 'Prevention is better than cure'. As the data security of patients is more
crucial, the CEO should not have taken it so easy. Despite of confidence on IT director, we should keep in mind
that security threat can happen through any of the person who has admin access to the secured data in
Hospital.
There was a delay between the first e-mail and second e-mail and that was from Friday after noon to Monday.
CEO should have discussion ,as soon as he got the mail first time, with IT director and other important people
to explain the situation, also to prevent problem by IT related solutions. This would be helpful for facing any
consequences in future.
The second one, if its already happen getting the data back in to existence should be our primary objective.
Passing the information to other higher officials in Hospital would help some times. So the CEO may need to
pay 100k for getting the data and take care of the rest of the system through IT help. This is a bit critical but we
should reduce the loss and criticality through various other means.
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Thanks,
Sureshgv
- Posted by Venkata Suresh Gummadilli
January 26, 2011 03:32
First things first:
1) Contact a consulting agency specialising in hacker attacks.
2) Report the incident to the enforcement authorities
3) Run a virus scanner software and shutdown external network connections
4) Send an announcement to the company about the system unavailability
5) Use the D/R system to bring the system back to life.
Prevention:
1) Implement internet access rules and regulations.
- Posted by balaji
June 13, 2011 06:35

What Would You Do?
* Required Fields
Name: *

Email Address: *

URL:

Remember personal info?
Comments: (you may use HTML tags for style)

Verification (needed to reduce spam):
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HBR’s Expert Commentaries (abbreviated)

Per Gullestrup is
the president and
CEO of Clipper
Projects in
Copenhagen.

Distasteful as it sounds, I would suggest that Sunnylake Hospital
pay the extortionists. As a CEO, I had to deal with an analogous
situation in November 2008, when Somali pirates in the Gulf of
Aden attacked a $15 million ship belonging to the Clipper Group
and held its 13 crew members hostage for 71 days. No CEO can
hold out indefinitely against constant hammering by desperate
relatives, an anxious press, and demanding politicians — it’s
simply not sustainable. In the end, we had no choice but to pay
the millions of dollars the pirates demanded. (Insurance covered
the cost.)

In Paul’s case, the first and most important step is to hire a good,
emotionally neutral negotiator who can open a dialogue with the hackers and keep them involved in
conversation, so that they will be unlikely to do more mischief. Meanwhile, the IT team can work on getting the
system running and then beef up the security and emergency plans it should have had in the first place.
.
***

Richard L. Nolan
holds the Philip M.
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All organizations depend on technology; none are immune to the
hordes of people around the world who seek to disrupt their
operations — sometimes just for the fun of it and frequently for
malicious reasons or personal gain. This means that the CEO
and the board are responsible for “good business judgment” in
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guarding against the threat. Paul’s first mistake was to dismiss
the original e—mail message.
Paul should be in high communication mode with all constituents.
He should understand that in today’s networked environment
there are absolutely no secrets. Any IT breach forces an
organization to ask, How much should we disclose about this
threat? But in this situation Paul needs to provide full disclosure
to his various constituents: staff, board, patients, and the public.
In no way should he acquiesce to the demands of the
extortionists. There is no guarantee that they haven’t embedded
further corruption in the system.

.
***

Peter R.
Stephenson is
the chairman of
the department of
computing and the
chief information
security officer at
Norwich University
in Northfield, Vermont.

Preparations for a security breach were lacking at Sunnylake,
and some gumball — possibly someone shopping online from a
computer connected to the network — may have let the hackers
in. The systems administrators need to regain their passwords
and recover control. At the risk of getting technical, this means
shutting down servers, performing a secure delete on all the
server disks by deleting and overwriting with random data,
restoring the servers and the data, and making sure the security
programs are fully updated and operational. IT needs to run a
malware scan on every workstation in the hospital in case the
attack came via an employee computer. Though labor—
intensive, this scan is critically important.

The extortionists may not even be “outsiders.” A vengeful
employee or patient passing by an unattended workstation can do plenty of damage. Before reconnecting to
the internet, Sunnylake should watch what happens for 24 hours. If the attackers are insiders who retained
access to the system, they may try to get in again.
[Commentator illustration artist credit: Wendy Wray]
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